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Learning from Failure
A cultural value crucial for innovating—with or without ExPD—is acceptance of failure. Some 
organizations embrace and celebrate failure. Businesses in the startup community have 
FailCon conferences to study each other's failures. NASA has a Lean Forward; Fail Smart 
Award, and Tata Group has an award it calls “Dare to Try.”29 Leaders employing ExPD can 
remind their employees, “The faster we learn and adapt, the faster we succeed.”

“The faster we learn and adapt, the faster we succeed.”

Some enterprises have difficulty embracing a mindset of learning and adapting since they 
have long based their management processes and risk controls on predictability and control. 
So much is at stake to do well and be associated with the "winning project." Even when top 
managers voice the importance of risk-taking, employees do everything to avoid it. They are 
afraid they will be blamed for any loss and subsequently lose their job. 

Management must encourage teams to continuously learn and frequently update their 
decisions and plans based on the current findings and data. The Turba team pivoted fast 
and adapted the PERS product, as described in Chapter 7, “Resolve,” Sidebar 7.7. The 
unexpected competition from JinQ did not substantially set the Turba team back. They 
reviewed the latest competitive findings and leveraged the business model, product 
strategies, and product roadmap to quickly pivot to the Max Model without significantly 
impacting budget, resources, or time.

The idea of learning fast and adapting is a significant mind shift for many organizations. 
During our NSF research, some product leaders in large enterprises were uncomfortable 
addressing product risks. Why is there an adverse reaction to identifying risks when a project 
is initiated? The answer commonly comes back to culture. In large enterprises, employees 
proposing a product idea want it to succeed and don’t want to show any potential weaknesses 
or failures.

According to Ross, Beath, and Mocker, this mindset change will entail upending 
established management practices and forcing a change in corporate culture. Embracing 
failure is foreign to most product leaders who have risen in large enterprises today. Companies 
may need to call upon the next generation of product leaders to change to an iterative test-
and-learn culture that enables learning and adapting.30 
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Learning and adapting are foreign to most product leaders who have risen 
in large enterprises today.

Suppose enterprises don't have the time to wait for the next generation? In this case,  
the organization must fix critical processes and practices, as outlined in the Culture Triangle 
(Figure 8.9).

This change, like any organizational transformation is hard, and ExPD will help since it 
provides an approach to operating in a rapidly evolving environment. And as described 
in this chapter, ExPD works best in an adaptable enterprise characterized by management 
approaches that decentralize decision-making; cross-functional teamwork built on trust; and a 
culture that embraces learning and adapting.


